Wake Forest Starters:
GK 0 Pannenberg, Andrew
FWD 3 Holcomb, Kyle
DEF 4 Rula, Holland
MID 12 Suzuki, Takuma
MID 15 Parente, Isaiah
DEF 19 Escribano, Cristian
FWD 21 Chol, Machop
FWD 22 Harris, Calvin
DEF 23 Benalcazar, Nico
MID 24 Swallen, Jake
DEF 32 Tubbs, Garrison

Clemson Starters:
GK 1 Marks, George
DEF 3 Ågren, Oskar
DEF 4 Malou, Justin
MID 8 Johnson, Callum
FWD 9 Smith, Kimarni
MID 10 Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe
FWD 11 Barber, Grayson
DEF 15 Asensio, Charlie
MID 18 Gomez, Alvaro
MID 20 Mayaka, Philip
FWD 25 Brighton, James

00:00 Pannenberg, Andrew at goalie for Wake Forest.
00:00 Marks, George at goalie for Clemson.
00:19 Corner kick by Tigers [00:19].
00:53 Shot by Tigers Gomez, Alvaro WIDE RIGHT.
01:35 Foul on Clemson.
02:46 Shot by Tigers Barber, Grayson, SAVE Pannenberg, Andrew.
03:01 Foul on Clemson.
04:28 Foul on Clemson.
05:51 Foul on Clemson.
06:18 Foul on Clemson.
12:24 Shot by Demon Deacons Parente, Isaiah WIDE RIGHT.
15:38 Shot by Tigers Mayaka, Philip BLOCKED.
16:42 Foul on Wake Forest.
17:32 Shot by Tigers Johnson, Callum BLOCKED.
17:38 Corner kick by Tigers [17:38].
18:31 Shot by Tigers Barber, Grayson WIDE LEFT.
19:05 Foul on Wake Forest.
23:46 Yellow card on Demon Deacons Escribano, Cristian.
23:52 Foul on Clemson.
24:27 Shot by Demon Deacons Chol, Machop BLOCKED.
24:34 Corner kick by Demon Deacons [24:34].
25:45 Foul on Wake Forest.
27:53 Corner kick by Tigers [27:53].
28:16 Tigers substitution: Martín, John for Gomez, Alvaro.
28:22 Shot by Tigers Ågren, Oskar, SAVE Pannenberg, Andrew.
28:46 Shot by Tigers Johnson, Callum BLOCKED.
30:02 Corner kick by Tigers [30:02].
31:10 Demon Deacons substitution: Wrona, David for Holcomb, Kyle.
31:10 Demon Deacons substitution: Hernandez, Omar for Swallen, Jake.
32:13 Foul on Wake Forest.
34:35 Shot by Tigers Brighton, James, SAVE Pannenberg, Andrew.
35:07 Yellow card on Tigers Barber, Grayson.
35:07 Foul on Clemson.
38:59 Corner kick by Demon Deacons [38:59].
39:30 Tigers substitution: Parrish, Brandon for Brighton, James.
41:52 Shot by Demon Deacons Oliver, Chase, SAVE Marks, George.
42:22 Shot by Tigers Parrish, Brandon, SAVE Pannenberg, Andrew.
43:00 Foul on Wake Forest.
44:18 Foul on Clemson.
44:46 Foul on Clemson.
45:00 End of period [45:00].
45:00 Tigers substitution: Brighton, James for Parrish, Brandon.
45:00 Demon Deacons substitution: Chol, Machop for Wrona, David.
45:00 Demon Deacons substitution: Holcomb, Kyle for Oliver, Chase.
Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period)
Wake Forest vs Clemson (10/13/2020 at Clemson, UNITED STATES)

45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
45:00 For Demon Deacons: #0 Pannenberg, Andrew, #21 Chol, Machop, #4 Rula, Holland, #3 Holcomb, Kyle, #15 Parente, Isaiah, #16 Kijima, Hosei, #20 McCurley, Kyle, #22 Harris, Calvin, #23 Benalcazar, Nico, #17 Hernandez, Omar, #32 Tubbs, Garrison.
45:00 For Tigers: #1 Marks, George, #3 Ägren, Oskar, #4 Malou, Justin, #8 Johnson, Callum, #9 Smith, Kimarni, #10 Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe, #11 Barber, Grayson, #15 Asensio, Charlie, #13 Martin, John, #20 Mayaka, Philip, #25 Brighton, James.
47:07 Foul on Clemson.
47:24 Shot by Demon Deacons Chol, Machop, SAVE Marks, George.
47:52 Foul on Wake Forest.
50:30 GOAL by Tigers Smith, Kimarni (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Barber, Grayson, goal number 2 for season.

WAKE FOREST 0, CLEMSON 1

51:51 Foul on Wake Forest.
52:33 Shot by Demon Deacons Hernandez, Omar, SAVE Marks, George.
53:59 Corner kick by Demon Deacons [53:59].
54:55 Shot by Demon Deacons Chol, Machop WIDE RIGHT.
55:41 Shot by Demon Deacons Harris, Calvin WIDE LEFT.
56:41 Foul on Clemson.
58:52 GOAL by Demon Deacons Chol, Machop, goal number 3 for season.

WAKE FOREST 1, CLEMSON 1

60:02 Yellow card on Tigers Mayaka, Philip.
60:37 Tigers substitution: Parrish, Brandon for Smith, Kimarni.
60:37 Demon Deacons substitution: Wrona, David for Holcomb, Kyle.
61:45 Foul on Wake Forest.
64:01 Offside against Wake Forest.
66:02 Shot by Demon Deacons Chol, Machop WIDE RIGHT.
66:21 Tigers substitution: Smith, Kimarni for Brighton, James.
66:21 Demon Deacons substitution: Oliver, Chase for Harris, Calvin.
66:55 Yellow card on Demon Deacons Hernandez, Omar.
67:20 Corner kick by Tigers [67:20].
68:25 Offside against Wake Forest.
71:13 Corner kick by Tigers [71:13].
71:51 Corner kick by Tigers [71:51].
72:58 Foul on Clemson.
73:20 Corner kick by Demon Deacons [73:20].
74:06 Corner kick by Demon Deacons [74:06].
74:36 Shot by Demon Deacons Tubbs, Garrison, SAVE Marks, George.
75:59 Tigers substitution: Brighton, James for Johnson, Callum.
76:09 Foul on Wake Forest.
77:07 Demon Deacons substitution: Harris, Calvin for Oliver, Chase.
77:52 Shot by Demon Deacons Swallen, Jake HIGH.
79:02 Shot by Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe WIDE RIGHT.
79:46 GOAL by Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe, Assist by Smith, Kimarni, goal number 1 for season.

**WAKE FOREST 1, CLEMSON 2**

79:46 Tigers substitution: Johnson, Callum for Parrish, Brandon.
82:16 Demon Deacons substitution: Sears, Oscar for Swallen, Jake.
83:16 Corner kick by Demon Deacons [83:16].
86:26 Offside against Clemson.
87:32 Foul on Wake Forest.
88:27 Shot by Tigers Mayaka, Philip WIDE RIGHT.
89:45 Foul on Clemson.
90:00 End of period [90:00].

**WAKE FOREST 1, CLEMSON 2**